Several binding characteristics of the Dexamethasone (DEX)-receptor complex(RC) to nuclei from rat tissues were examined in the presence of Ethidium Bromide(EB). In the cell-free experiments, EB partially prevented the binding of the liver DEX-RC to nuclei and two kinds of nuclear binding of the DEX-RC, one was sensitive and the other was resistant to EB, were observed. In addition, the EB-resistant nuclear binding that showed a high-affinity and low-capacity nature was observed only in the bindings of the3H-DEX-RC to nuclei derived from the liver of fetal and adult rats and the thymus of adult rats. The bindings of3H-5a-Dihydrotestosterone(DHT)-RC and3H-17/3-Estradiol(E2)-RC to liver nuclei exhibited low-affinity and non-saturation even in the presence of EB. Furthermore, it was revealed that the EB-resistant sites of the nuclear binding were for the "DNA-unbound" form of3H-DEX-RC, while the RC of "DNA-bound" form was bound to the EB-sensitive sites.
Numerous investigations indicated that in target cells, steroid-hormones translocate their cytosol receptors into nuclei whei e the hormone-RCs interact with nuclear acceptor(s). It has been postulated that several nuclear components are responsible for the binding of RCs DNA (Yamamoto and Alberts, 1975, Milgrom et al., 1976) , nonhiston proteins (Spelsberg et al., 1976) and ribonucleoproteins (Liang and Liao, 1974) . However, the biological significance of those interactions still remains obscure.
In nuclei from livers of adult rats, it was reported that the binding of the DEX-RC was low-affinity and non-saturable process Milgrom, 1978, Izawa, 1979) , while in nuclei from the fetal liver, the interaction with the RC was demonstrated to be high-affinity and saturable and the binding sites of lowaffinity nature were developed rapidly after birth . However, in either case, the relationship between the binding of RCs and the biological action of hormones has not been elucidated.
EB is known as a cationic dye that modifies the three-dimentional structure of DNA by intercalating between the base pairs (Andre et al., 1976, Reinhardt and Krugh, 1978) and the pretreatment of nucleiwith EB inhibited the nuclear translocation of RCs (Edelman, 1975 , Andre et al., 1977 . Therefore, it was expected that the treatment of nuclei with EB might discriminate the nuclear binding sites for steroid-RCs in addition to throwing insight into the mechanism of nuclear interactions of steroidhormone RCs.
In the present study, the binding characteristics of the DEX-RC to nuclei from IZAW A AND ICHII Endocrinol. Japon. February1980 several tissues were examined in the presence of EB.
Materials and Methods

Materials
Rats of Wistar strain, weighing180-200g and300-350g, and fetuses obtained from pregnant rats between18th and20th day of gestation were used. 1(2)-3H-DEX(specific radioactivity, 38Ci/mmol, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7(n)-3H-DHT(specific radioactivity, 175Ci/ mmol) and 6, 7-3H-E2(specific radioactivity, 41Ci/ mmol) were obtained from the Radiochemical Centre, Amersham, England.
EB was obtained from Nakarai Chemicals, Kyoto, Japan.
Preparation of steroid-RCs and nuclei
Procedures for the preparation of steroid-RCs and nuclei were described previously , Izawa and Ichii, 1978 , Izawa, 1979 Analytical methods DNA and protein were determined by the methods of Burton (1956) and Lowry et al. (1951) using calf thymus DNA and bovine serum albumin as standards, respectively.
The radioactivity was determined in a Tri-carb liquid scintillation spectrometer with automatic standardization for quenching correction. from the spleen and the kidney were nonsaturable even in the presence of EB (Fig.3) .
Characterization of the nuclear binding of DEX-RC resistant to EB Two forms of DEX-RC, one binds to DNA and nuclei and the other binds only to nuclei, were observed in cytosols from the adult and the fetal liver (Izawa and Ichii, 1978) . The nuclear binding of these two forms of3H-DEX-RCs in cytosols of the Effect of EB on the binding of cytoplasmic RCs from various tissues to liver nuclei Since liver nuclei incorporate cytoplasmic RC other than those from the liver, the effect of EB on the binding of liver nuclei to cytoplasmic RCs from various tissues was examined. The cytoplasmic3H-DEX-RCs from the thymus (Fig.4-B) and the fetal live (data not shown) exhibited a saturable and high-affinity binding in the presence of EB, while the bindings of3H-E2-RC and3H-DHT-RC from the uterus and the ventral prostate were non-saturable process, irrespective of the presence or absence of EB (Fig.4-A two kinds of nuclear bindings of the DEX-RC, one was sensitive and the other was resistant to EB, were present.
The inhibition of the nuclear binding by EB was reported in the aldosterone-RC (Edelman, 1975) and also in the E2-RC (Andre et al., 1977) . In the latter experiment, Andre et al.(1977) suggested that the EB-resistant nuclear translocation of the uterine E2-RC was less related to the physiological function of hormones. However, in the present study, the EB-resistant nuclear binding showed a high-affinity and low-capacity nature and this was observed only in the nuclear binding of3H-DEX-RC from the liver and the thymus; the binding of steroid-RC other than3H-DEX-RC of the liver and the thymus exhibited low-affinity and non-saturable binding even in the presence of EB.
Two forms of cytoplamic progesteroneRCs, one binds only to nuclei and the other binds to DNA and nuclei, in the chick oviduct were separated and purified by Buller et al. (1976) and the roles of these two receptorsubunits in the action mechanism of steroid hormones were suggested by the same authors. Similar findings were made in the glucocorticoid-RC of the rat liver (Hamana and Iwai, 1978 , Ichii and Murakami, 1978 , Izawa and Ichii, 1978 . In the present study, it was revealed that the EBresistant sites of the nuclear binding were exclusively for the3H-DEX-RC of "DNAunbound" form, while the RC of "DNAbound" form was bound to the EB-sensitive sites.
In conclusion, the treatment of nuclei with EB divides nuclear binding sites for cytoplasmic RC into two classes, one is EBresistant and for "DNA-unbound" from of RC and the other is EB-sensitive and for "DNA -bound" form of RC . However, the physiological significance of these sites is not at all clear at the present moment and hase to be clarified to come to the complete understanding of the action mechanism of steroid hormones.
